Delirium in the elderly: current problems with increasing geriatric age
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Delirium is an acute disorder of attention and cognition seen relatively commonly in people aged 65 yr or older. The prevalence is estimated to be between 11 and 42 per cent for elderly patients on medical wards. The prevalence is also high in nursing homes and long term care (LTC) facilities. The consequences of delirium could be significant such as an increase in mortality in the hospital, long-term cognitive decline, loss of autonomy and increased risk to be institutionalized. Despite being a common condition, it remains under-recognised, poorly understood and not adequately managed. Advanced age and dementia are the most important risk factors. Pain, dehydration, infections, stroke and metabolic disturbances, and surgery are the most common triggering factors. Delirium is preventable in a large proportion of cases and therefore, it is also important from a public health perspective for interventions to reduce further complications and the substantial costs associated with these. Since the aetiology is, in most cases, multifactorial, it is important to consider a multi-component approach to management, both pharmacological and non-pharmacological. Detection and treatment of triggering causes must have high priority in case of delirium. The aim of this review is to highlight the importance of delirium in the elderly population, given the increasing numbers of ageing people as well as increasing geriatric age.
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What is delirium?

Delirium is an acute disorder of attention (reduced ability to direct, focus, sustain and shift attention) and awareness (reduced orientation to the environment) seen relatively commonly in elderly people (i.e. those aged 65 yr or older). The disturbance usually develops over a short period of time (hours to a few days), and tends to fluctuate in severity during the course of a day. An additional disturbance in cognition (e.g. memory deficit, disorientation, language, visuospatial ability, or perception) may also occur. There may also be disturbances in psychomotor behaviour, emotion and sleep-wake cycle1.

Although a single event can precipitate delirium, it is more common for multiple factors to interact and a multifactorial model of delirium has been established
to help illustrate how delirium is precipitated in people at risk. It can be a common and distressing complication of a range of stressor events including infection, metabolic disturbances, new medications and environment change that is often experienced by older people with frailty and dementia. Brain injury concurrent with an abnormal stress response may also contribute to the development of delirium. Diagnosing delirium is complicated because many critically ill or cognitively impaired older adults cannot communicate their needs effectively.

Very few studies from India have studied the phenomenology of delirium in the elderly, and have shown relatively high incidence and prevalence rates, 25 and 54 per cent, respectively. A recent nationwide web-based survey conducted across hospitals in India has shown that delirium remains an under-recognized entity. Khurana et al. showed that the mortality rate with delirium was 14.75 per cent and that there was a high prevalence of hypoactive delirium (65%) as compared to hyperactive (25%) or mixed (10%). The most common etiology was sepsis followed by metabolic abnormalities.

**Clinical features**

The clinical picture of delirium is characterized by clouding of consciousness accompanied by global cognitive and behavioural changes. Four core features define delirium at present: a disturbance of consciousness, a disturbance of cognition, limited course and external causation. There is a diurnal fluctuation in the confusion state marked by disturbance of awareness, attention and other cognitive functions, psychomotor behaviour, emotion, as well as the sleep-wake cycle. Delirium often lasts for a few hours or days; however, if not detected and adequately treated, it may persist for weeks or months.

According to the nature of changes in motor behaviour, delirium is divided into hyperactive, hypoactive, and mixed subtypes. Despite precautions, delirium is unavoidable in some cases and clinicians should be familiar with the typical features and varied presentations of this condition. A careful history and examination with appropriate investigation allows detection and treatment of the underlying causes. Since delirium is almost always triggered by a medical condition, there must be an aggressive search for the causative insult(s) so that a targeted intervention can be started promptly.

**Why is delirium in the elderly important?**

The geriatric age group is the fastest increasing age group worldwide. Accelerated population ageing experienced in the last few decades is an unprecedented phenomenon. Currently, this is the case in particular in the developing countries. Soon three-fourths of the elderly population will live in the developing world. The life span in India has increased from 32 years in 1947 to more than 62 years now. It is expected to reach 70 years by 2030. From the morbidity point of view, almost 50 per cent of the Indian elderly have chronic diseases and five per cent suffer from immobility. The elderly population is the most vulnerable group for delirium.

Delirium is a common clinical condition in the elderly, especially in those who are hospitalized and/or severely compromised medico-surgical subjects. It complicates/prolongs medical condition/hospitalization, and may lead to chronic disability and even death. It also has substantial health and socio-economic costs. The prevalence of delirium in elderly persons living in the community overall is low (1-2%) but increases with age, rising to 14 per cent among individuals older than 85 yr. The prevalence is 10-30 per cent in older individuals presenting to emergency departments, where the delirium often indicates a medical illness. The prevalence of delirium is highest among hospitalized older individuals and varies depending on the individuals’ characteristics, setting of care, and sensitivity of the detection method. A study by Sharma et al. addressing the incidence, prevalence and outcome of delirium in the intensive care unit (ICU), showed that a significantly higher percentage of elderly patients developed delirium compared to younger patients and this finding supports the notion that prevalence and incidence of delirium is much higher in the elderly and that older age is one of the most important predisposing risk factor for delirium.

The prevalence of delirium when individuals are admitted to the hospital ranges from 14 to 24 per cent, and estimates of the incidence of delirium arising during hospitalization range from 6 to 56 per cent in general hospital populations. Delirium occurs in 15-53 per cent of older individuals postoperatively and in 70-87 per cent of those in intensive care. Delirium occurs in up to 60 per cent of individuals in nursing homes or post-acute care settings and in up...
to 83 per cent of all individuals at the end of life\textsuperscript{5,9}. Delirium is highly prevalent in the cardiac ICU setting and is associated with presence of many modifiable risk factors. Development of delirium increases the mortality risk and is associated with longer cardiac ICU stay\textsuperscript{12}. However, one of the important limitations of studies evaluating incidence and prevalence rates of delirium in the ICU is that the diagnosis is often based exclusively on screening instruments\textsuperscript{13,14}, and in only a few studies was the diagnosis of delirium confirmed by a psychiatrist\textsuperscript{15-17}.

**Short-term consequences**: People with delirium usually become more confused over a few hours or a couple of days. Some people with delirium become quiet and sleepy but others become agitated and disoriented, so it can be a very distressing condition, both for the patient as well as the caregivers. These patients can have severe attention deficits, perceptual disturbances, language disturbances, agitation, sleep-wake cycle alterations and significant motor activity changes, which can be difficult to manage\textsuperscript{9}. Delirium in older adults in critical care is associated with poor short-term outcomes, including longer hospital stays, greater use of continuous sedation and physical restraints, increased unintended removal of catheters, self-extubation, higher rates of complications, and increased mortality.

**Long-term consequences**: There is now evidence that delirium may also have severe long term sequelae, especially in elderly patients. In particular, delirium after remission remains associated with increased risk of functional decline, cognitive dysfunction, and institutional placement, and with higher mortality. Hospitalized individuals 65 yr or older with delirium have three times the risk of nursing home placement and about three times the functional decline as hospitalized patients without delirium at both discharge and three months post-discharge\textsuperscript{14,18,19}. Delirium in many older hospitalized adults appears to be much more protracted than previously thought, especially in those with dementia, although delirium symptoms, cognition, and function may improve with partial and no recovery\textsuperscript{20}. Older people living in institutional long term care (LTC) are at high risk of delirium, which increases the risk of admission to hospital, development of or worsening of dementia, and mortality. Delirium is associated with increased long term morbidity, functional decline, risk of developing or worsening dementia and death\textsuperscript{10,18}. Delirium is also associated with substantial healthcare costs\textsuperscript{21,22}.

**What are the causes of delirium?**

Delirium is triggered when a susceptible individual is exposed to often multiple precipitating factors, including infection, medications, pain and dehydration\textsuperscript{23}. Both susceptibility and precipitating factors are considered to interact in a cumulative manner; the greater the number and severity of factors, the greater the risk of delirium (Table). Many of these factors are modifiable, and care must be taken to identify and treat these factors, to prevent and treat delirium effectively. Complex interrelationships exist between predisposing and precipitating factors of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table. Comparison of diagnostic criteria for delirium in DSM 5(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual) and ICD 10 (InternationalClassification of Diseases).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DSM-5 criteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disturbance in attention and awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The disturbance develops over a short period of time, represents a change from the baseline attention and awareness and tends to fluctuate in severity during the course of a day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An additional disturbance in cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The disturbances in Criteria A and C are not better explained by another preexisting, established, or evolving neurocognitive disorder and do not occur in the context of severely reduced level of arousal such as coma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory findings that the disturbance is a direct physiological consequence of another medical condition, substance intoxication or withdrawal (i.e., due to a drug of abuse or to a medication), or exposure to a toxin, or is due to multiple aetiologies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Refs 1, 24*
delirium. Development of delirium requires a severe acute medical condition such as sepsis or another strong precipitant in patients with low vulnerability. However, in patients with high vulnerability, even a rather mild stimulus can lead to delirium or prolong its duration. Furthermore, the pathophysiological changes associated with delirium may add to the pre-existing cerebral disease and accelerate the progression of neurodegenerative processes. Several pathophysiologic pathways including inflammation, cerebral hypoperfusion, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis hyperresponsiveness, and others seem to be involved in the genesis of delirium and may contribute to its long-term sequelae. While the precise mechanisms remain still incompletely understood, there is evidence that a disturbed interaction between various neurotransmitters including acetylcholine, dopamine, noradrenaline, glutamate and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) underlies the symptoms of delirium.

There are many possible risk and precipitating factors for delirium that need to be kept in mind, evaluated, and, if possible, treated in any individual patient. The predisposing factors include older age; major and mild neurocognitive disorders (dementia and mild cognitive impairment); visual and/or hearing impairment; poorer functional ability; male gender; co-morbid illnesses such as hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, coronary artery disease, anaemia, malignancy and past psychiatric illness; severity of illness; history of falls; immobility; alcohol abuse; and long-term use of medications (prescribed or non-prescribed).

The precipitating factors are malnutrition; any iatrogenic event during hospitalization; physical restraints or bladder catheter; more than three newly prescribed medications; high number of procedures during early hospitalization (X-rays, blood tests, etc.); intensive care treatment; mechanical ventilation; prolonged waiting time before surgery; type and duration of operation; intra-operative blood loss; postoperative pain and problems in pain management; infection; and use of drugs with a high anticholinergic activity, opiates, benzodiazepines and corticosteroids.

A study from India has shown that the predisposing risk factors identified for delirium in intensive care patients were higher age; higher Glasgow Coma Scale score; increased APACHE II score; hyperuricemia; hypoalbuminaemia; presence of acidosis; abnormal alkaline transferase levels; use of mechanical ventilation; higher number of total medication received and use of sedative, steroids and insulin. Age, multiple organ failure, hypoactive delirium and higher Delirium Rating Scale-Revised-98 (DRS-R-98) (delirium severity) scores were shown to be significant risk factors for mortality in patients with delirium. Khurana et al. showed that sepsis and metabolic abnormalities were the most common aetiologies of delirium in the hospitalized elderly in medicine wards. The maximum patients had more than one aetiology and this emphasizes the multifactorial nature of delirium and need for thorough evaluation to unravel these. Most of the causes were treatable and had a favourable outcome (83% recovered). Guenther et al. showed that in patients undergoing elective cardiac surgery higher age, higher Charlson's comorbidity index, impaired cognition (lower MMSE) and length of cardiopulmonary bypass were important risk factors for the development of postoperative delirium. A study by Radtke et al. showed that intraoperative monitoring of the depth of anaesthesia was associated with a lower incidence of delirium, possibly by reducing extreme low BIS (Bispectral index) values. Therefore, in high-risk surgical patients, the anaesthesiologist has the possibility to influence at least one precipitating factor in the complex genesis of delirium.

**Risk assessment**

Individual risk assessment can be performed on the basis of known risk factors for delirium. For example, the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines for the diagnosis, prevention, and management of delirium propose risk estimation based on the clinical variables age above 65 yr, current hip fracture, cognitive impairment, and severe illness. Different prediction rules have been validated in selected populations of patients undergoing cardiac surgery, vascular surgery, or hip fracture repair, and may be included in the clinical routine, for example, as a part of the preoperative visit.

**How to diagnose delirium?**

Diagnosis of delirium should be made by an experienced clinician and can be based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) criteria or the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) criteria. Given the high incidence and prevalence of delirium in older patients, simple screening tools may be used by schooled staff members such as nurses to identify cases of possible delirium which may be subsequently verified by a psychiatrist. Special scales,
Can we prevent delirium?

While it is currently unclear whether interventions to prevent delirium in LTC are effective, multi-component delirium prevention programmes proved to reduce the incidence of delirium in different hospital settings. Preventive measures should be implemented in high risk patients, such as those with malnutrition, polypharmacy, infections, previous delirium, or dementia. Several delirium prevention programmes have been developed using pharmacological and non-pharmacological approaches. Studies of people in hospital have shown that it is possible to prevent around a third of cases of delirium by providing an environment and care plan that target the main risk factors for delirium. These prevention programmes are also applicable in nursing home settings, including in elderly people with dementia. For example, the NICE recommendations for prevention of delirium include an individually tailored multi-component intervention package to be delivered by a multidisciplinary team for assessment and treatment of cognitive impairment or disorientation, and physical complaints such as dehydration or constipation, poor nutrition, hypoxia, immobility or limited mobility, infection, multiple medications, pain, sensory impairment, and sleep disturbance. The most recent NICE Quality standard on delirium may help to implement such programmes in different hospital and long-term care units.

The Hospital Elder Life Program (HELP) is a targeted multi-component strategy that has proven effective and cost-effective at preventing delirium and functional and cognitive decline in hospitalized older persons. A recent study describes the systematic development of three new protocols (hypoxia, infection, pain) and the expansion of an existing HELP protocol (constipation and dehydration) to achieve alignment between the HELP protocols and NICE guidelines.

The overarching goals of HELP are to reduce delirium risk and maintain physical and cognitive function throughout hospitalization, maximize independence at discharge, assist with the transition from hospital to home, and prevent unplanned re-admission. The programme provides skilled interdisciplinary staff and trained volunteers to implement intervention protocols targeted toward six evidence-based delirium risk factors: orientation, oral volume repletion, early mobilization, therapeutic activities, vision and hearing optimization, and sleep enhancement. All patients are screened for eligibility for any of the underlying conditions that are part of the HELP protocol, and tailor-made interventions are assigned according to the risk factors. Once interventions are assigned, adherence is tracked daily, and quality assurance measures are incorporated at each step of the programme.

Interventions could include (i) avoiding moving people within and between wards or rooms unless absolutely necessary; (ii) ensuring that the person is cared for by a team of healthcare professionals who are familiar to them; (iii) providing appropriate lighting and clear signage; for example, a 24-h clock, a calendar; (iv) talking to the persons to reorientate them; (v) introducing cognitively stimulating activities; (vi) if possible, encouraging regular visits from family and friends; (vii) ensuring that the person has adequate fluid intake; (viii) looking for and treating infections; (ix) avoiding unnecessary catheterization; (x) encouraging the person to walk or, if this is not possible, to carry out active range-of-motion; (xi) exercises; (xii) reviewing pain management; (xiii) carrying out a medication review; (xiv) ensuring that the person's dentures fit properly; (xv) ensuring that any hearing and visual aids are working and are used; (xvi) reducing noise during sleep periods; and (xvii) avoiding medical or nursing interventions during sleep periods. Such prevention programmes have been estimated to be cost-efficient and result in savings for the public health systems.

How to manage delirium?

Treatment of delirium should focus on identifying and managing the causative medical conditions, providing supportive care, and preventing and treating complications. The first important step in the treatment of delirium is the identification and management of individual precipitating factors, for example, medication, sensory deprivation, pain, infections, and sleep disturbance. Generally, non-pharmacological options are preferred over pharmacological treatment and should always be considered first. Pharmacologic interventions should be reserved for patients who are a threat to their own safety or the safety of others.
of others and those patients nearing death. The use of antipsychotic drugs may contribute to prolong delirium duration and has been also found to accelerate cognitive and functional decline in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Considering the risk of adverse side effects including sedation, prolonged delirium, prolonged immobilization, falls, and aspiration, pharmacological agents should be used for postoperative delirium only when non-pharmacologic measures prove ineffective. Also, pharmacological treatment should be restricted to patients who are distressed, in danger of harming themselves or others, or to make possible urgent diagnostic and therapeutic interventions. Despite the fact that there is neither any medication approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of delirium nor any robust evidence supporting the long term benefit of medications, there is general consensus that drug intervention can be attempted when non-pharmacological interventions are inappropriate or have failed.

In addition to reviewing the patient’s current medications for any agents that may precipitate or contribute to delirium, a symptomatic pharmacological treatment may be necessary to reduce agitation, hyperactivity, and inappropriate behaviour. Short-term (usually for 1 week or less) use of appropriate antipsychotic medication, starting at the lowest clinically appropriate dose and titrating cautiously according to symptoms, should be considered for adults with delirium who are distressed or considered a risk to themselves or others when de-escalation techniques have been ineffective or are inappropriate. Low-dose neuroleptics, haloperidol in particular, is recommended to correct behavioural changes. This may be administered orally, intramuscularly or intravenously. Second-generation antipsychotics, such as olanzapine, quetiapine, risperidone, ziprasidone have also been tried, but there is not sufficient evidence to show that these drugs reduce the severity and duration of delirium. It is noteworthy that there is no evidence that any drug treatment could be of benefit in alleviating the symptoms of delirium.

**Future trends**

Delirium is common, morbid, and costly for patients and health care systems. It is especially common in the elderly and is associated with significant increases in the length of hospital stay, requirement for institutional care, functional decline, and rate of death and healthcare costs, all of which become very important in a resource-scarce country with growing aged population like India. Hence, it is important for all clinicians (physicians and psychiatrists alike) to be aware of this entity and have basic knowledge to manage it. With as high prevalence as 42 per cent in the elderly in medical wards, significant functional decline and serious short and long term consequences, it would be necessary to focus more research, training and resources on this. Given that in many cases it is preventable and potentially reversible, it makes this all the more important.

To be able to identify and manage delirium effectively, hospital systems to address delirium should consist of three critical steps. First, it is necessary to identify patients who develop or are at intermediate or high risk for delirium. Delirium risk may be assessed using known patient-based and illness-based risk factors, including pre-existing cognitive impairment. Delirium diagnosis remains a clinical diagnosis that requires a clinical assessment that can be structured using diagnostic criteria and screening tools.

Second, it is crucial to develop a systematic approach to prevent delirium using multimodal non-pharmacologic delirium prevention methods and to monitor all high-risk patients for its occurrence. Tools such as the CAM, Nursing Delirium Screening scale and Sedation Scale, CAM-ICU can aid in monitoring for changes in mental status that could indicate the development of delirium.

Third, medical practitioners should use established methods to manage delirium in a systematic fashion. The key lies in addressing the underlying cause/causes of delirium, which often involves medical conditions or medications. With a sustained commitment, standardized efforts to identify, prevent, and treat delirium can mitigate the long-term morbidity associated with this acute change. In the face of changes in health care funding, delirium serves as an example of a syndrome where care coordination can improve short-term and long-term costs. For the family and health care staff, clear communication, education, and emotional support are vital components to assist with informed decision making and directing the treatment care plan. The family members are usually the primary care providers, and involving them in decision making and care of the patient can prove efficient and cost-effective.

Current advances in the field show improved knowledge about the predisposing and precipitating factors of delirium in the elderly, the need to assess risk, and the efficacy of using multi-component prevention programmes along with non-
pharmacological and pharmacological treatment approaches. However, there are still only limited studies on the incidence, the risk factors and the outcomes in patients with delirium from India. Older studies have included it under the heading of organic psychosis and showed it to be the most common diagnostic entity in consultation liaison psychiatric clinics. However, more recent studies show that delirium is highly prevalent in the ICU setting and is associated with presence of many modifiable risk factors and the development of delirium increases the mortality risk and is associated with longer ICU stay.

With the lack of systemic research from developing countries including India, in this very important area that is relevant to nearly all specialties, more so in the elderly population there is a need to support researchers to investigate delirium and generate relevant and clinically useful data for their settings. There should be more focus on delirium in the ICU, postoperative as well as in general medical ward settings, and LTC, to study the incidence and prevalence, clinical presentation, short-term and long-term consequences as well as possible prevention and treatment options. It would be equally important and relevant to study the risk factors that may be specific to a particular patient population.
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